
Chasing my Y-DNA part 47
Tried to locate the forenames of the Elwald Clan, where in 
southern Northumbria we find the major names of the Elwald 
Clan of Robert, William, and John.

Elwald names on the sasine;
Robert (of Redheugh), William (of Larriston), John, Andrew 
and Ninian.



Ulster Muster;

Ellot names of the Baronie de Magherbuy, Fermanagh, Ulster, Ireland  or Mrs 
Hamilton, widow Archbishop of Cashell (Anglican/Episcopalian), Malcolm 
Hamilton deceased, on the Castleton estate (a Castleton in Liddesdale which 
a Newcastleton nearby is built) estate.

Gowan (Gawain/Gavin), William, Mungo, Robert, William, and Marke 
(Mark). One William is likely of the next generation, and the son of a 
William.



Andrew, Ninian, are Scottish Saints, Mungo is a Glasgow Saint, and Mark 
is universally Saintly name. So Anglican, and Catholic Church may be named 
St Andrew, St Ninian, St Mungo or St Mark.

It should be noted that at the Reformation the Elwald of Scotland dropped the 
Catholic Church, though those of The Church of England kept the Saintly 
names. The Saintly names; (St) Elwald, and (St) Ninian where dropped from 
use by the Liddesdale Elwald/Ellot.

The (St) Elwald name was changed to Ellot. Since the name emerged first in 
Northumbria from and Anglo-Saxon Saintly name likely from being the son 
of Elwald. So, consistancy in it's use was very strong in the Northumbria 
locality, unlike names brought into southern England or abroad today in 
America which would have various spellings. When the St Elwald name was 
dropped, the north part of Northumbria was separated from England, so this 
help with the cultural isolation which gave, the transformation of the concept 
of  Elwald (wald for woods) to Ellot (lot for woods) having a forested 
concept in both names, and the unification of independently govern people on 
debatable border land, to unify and the unification shown in the consistency 
in which they spelled the name Ellot all alike.

Out of about 77 Ellot names on the 1630 Ulster muster. William at 15, John 
at 13, Robert at 10 and Archibald at 9. 15+13+10+9=47   (47/77)100= about 
60% over half. William, John, and Robert are Redheugh names, and 
Archibald is a Douglas, name, common to the Redheugh Elwald/Ellot.



A 1610 Ulster roll has names William, John, and Archibald, 
with Robert excluded. With the names Nixon, Bell, and Carr 
(Kerr), Scottish border people are indicated.

The re-utilization of family names, plus the consistency in the 
spelling is felt to be a Scottish family trait. 





It is felt that the Graham, Crosier, and Elwald migrated from 
the south with and Anglo-Saxon Scandinavian influence, the 
Scott, and Kerr where in northern Northumbria previous to 
the Elwald, but the Armstrong, Kerr, Scott, and Elwald where 
in the region when the Robert de Bruce ca 1320 border was 
established. 

Armstrong are felt to be Nordic, as opposed as Elwald felt to 
be Danish.



It is felt that the Grahams, the Crosier, and the Elwald, came up from 
the are settled by Denmark, and migrated into the region of the area 
settled by the Armstrong strongly influenced by migration from 
Norway.

Characteristically it seems as though they settled in the region of 
migration of Norway, and this by the Armstrong, and indigenous 
rights to the land which they were on. Border land did not have 
gentry ownership until the Union.

Given this is a corrected perspective or which people not influenced 
by a hierarchy we get for the Armstrongs (The Armstrong 
Chronicles, James L. Armstrong);

The Elwald (with variants); are Anglo-Danish of Elk-wood (elk of 
the woods), and sprung up with the Armstrong in Northumbria.



Elwald which the elk-head (stag's head) head stands for originally 
meant Elk (stag) of the Forest (woods).

Hunter and Forest are symbolized by a hunting-horn.

Armstrong is symbolized by a strong arm.

A the time of Birnam Wood surnames were not utilized, but people 
which to one surnames Henderson, Elwald, and Armstrong, likely 
were at Birnam Wood. (Boece) about Liddesdale is felt to mean in 
the trees within Liddesdale.



Elwald from Croyland (Crowland);

Have the Elwald coming from Cottingham, the Graham from 

Grantham (formally Graham) and the Crosier.  

It can be said that people from this region are Anglo-Danes which 
concurs with information found in the Armstrong Chronicles.



It is felt that the Crosier, Garham and Elwald are from an Anglo-
Danish region. The Elwald though are from the region near 
Cottingham East Riding Yorkshire.



Stag's head;

Above coin with the stag's head, and a full body stag, is the coin of 
Elwald, and may have been called Elwald.



Kerr also have used the stag's head as their symbol. 





The Elwald, Kerr, and Scott Clans have all used the stag in some 
form in there symbolism.

This gives a question; were the Elwald, Kerr, and Scott, in or of 
Scandinavian using a stag form as a symbol before they acquired 
surnames?

It should be noted that King/Saint Elwald was the first to establish it 
as an Elwald symbol in coinage.

The Kerr (Carr), Scott and Elwald (Ellot) seem to feud amongst each 
other after the Reformation like family.
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